INTRODUCTION
ness3* and became "a misanthropic altruist." He apologises
for his use of pseudonyms :
In fact, I split up my personality. As Rose (Rolfe) I was a ton-
sured clerk. As King Clement (Baron Corvo) I wrote and painted
and photographed; as Austin White I designed decorations; as
Francis Engle I did journalism.
What did he not do for a living?
I designed furniture and fire irons, I delineated saints ^and sera-
phim and sinners, chiefly the former, a series of rather interesting
and polyonymous devils in a period of desperate revolt. I slaved as
a professional photographer. I did journalism, reported inquests for
eighteen pence. I wrote for magazines. I wrote books. I invented a
score of things. I was a fool, a sanguine, ignorant, abject fool! I
never learned by experience, I still kept on, a haggard, shy, priestly-
visaged individual. I made the mistake of appealing to brains rather
than to bowels, to reason rather than to sentiment.
He believed all the while that the "salient trait of his
character, the desire not to be ungracious, the readiness
to be unselfish and self-sacrificing, had done him incal-
culable injury." Hadrian VII is the oddest and perhaps
vividest Apologia or Autobiography of present times.
As he grew older and lonelier Rolfe grew fonder of
walking only at night and disguised with wig and painted
face to avoid meeting his creditors or the sunlight. Finally
he withdrew to Venice. He had been a beautiful swimmer
and an amateur yachtsman, but as his bodily forces failed
he sank into poverty. Rumor said that he had become an
amateur gondolier. Certainly his private craft, silken-sailed
and fantastically painted, appeared in the canals. Though
he had often threatened suicide, there is no reason to
believe that he took the celebrated Borgian venom v/hich
he believed he had rediscovered. Alone and suddenly he
died. And he died fearless and unforgiving, but not neces-
sarily unforgiven unless he refused to forgive himself.
He was a self-tortured and self-defeated soul who might
have done much had he been born into the proper era or
surroundings. The Byronic pose would have suited him

